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Advanced Pistol
Handling: Unorthodox
Shooting Positions...

MESSAGE FROM FOUNDER...

received great
feedback.

and enhance solo
training.

It’s the middle of
2013 and 10X Defense
is in full steam. We
have been teaching in
schools and ranges
across the country.
Our School Attacker
Response Course has

The 10X Defense
Research and
Development division
has been looking into
new training
technologies to help
you retain techniques

Our instructor staff
have also been heavily
involved in the
Personal Defense
Network 2013 tour...
(continued on pg. 1)
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FOUNDER’S CORNER:

My personal note to you this month
is this….

you must give yourself permission
to be violent and intend to injure
your attacker until they can no
longer cause you harm.

In order to defend yourself and
your loved ones you must be ready
to use violence.

Personal Defense is not pretty, in
fact it can be quite brutal.

MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER...(CONT.)

I got the privilege to hear Tim
Larkin speak a few years ago.
In his talk he defined violence as
“inducing debilitating trauma to the
human body.”
The key is to look at causing injury
to an attacker without emotion. To
put it plainly, just get the job done
as soon as possible.
There was a time when I would try
to “sugar coat” my explanations on
the how and why you need to feel
justified in hurting your attacker.
In training women I find they are
hesitant to train because they don’t
want to “hurt” anyone. The bottom
line is, if you want to survive then

Omari Broussard
Founder, 10X Defense
“My mission in life is to
provide the most relevant
Counter-Ambush training
methodologies, tactics,and
techniques designed to
enhance the safety of
private citizens and armed
professionals.”
- Omari Broussard
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However, it may be necessary to
seriously injure your attacker in
order to protect yourself and loved
ones.
Lastly, I would like to know what
you think about our courses, video,
articles, newsletter, etc.
Please shoot me an email with your
comments and feedback at
omari.broussard@10xhq.com
See you on the training grounds!
Omari Broussard- Founder 10X
Defense

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR OF
TRAINING: “EXTREME CLOSE QUARTERS
TACTICS” COURSE OVERVIEW.
This past month I was able to take part in
the Extreme Close Quarter Tactics (ECQT)
course taught by Rob Pincus of
I.C.E.Training. In addition to being an end
user class, this was the first Instructor
Development course for ECQT.

With that effort well under way, last year he
started to offer the course again, opening it
up to civilians.
Let me be clear from the start. This is not a
CQB class but a counter ambush class at
extremely close distances. The goal of this
class is to make the student realize that
inside of 2 arms reach with a gun,
everything changes, priorities change, the
skill-set changes, and most of it really isn't
about the gun. Shooting the gun, once you
get to it, is the easy part. The difficult part is
getting to the point that you can shoot,
especially when you get caught by surprise
or are overwhelmed by multiple stimuli.

EXTREME CLOSE QUARTERS
TACTICS

Having been through the end user course
before, I was definitely looking forward to
experiencing it from an Instructor
Candidate prospective and improve my
understanding of the subject matter and my The course deals with two main contexts
while the aggressor is within 2 arms reach
skills.
(around 4 ft.) or in physical contact with
Let me give you a little background. ECQT you:
was developed while Rob was Director of
training at Valhalla, from 2004 to 2007.
Working closely with John Brown and
Jeremiah Miles they put over 2000
students from the Military and Law
Enforcement communities through this
course.

It was instrumental in putting Rob on the
map as one of the most innovative trainers
in the industry. After he moved on from
Valhalla Rob’s focus has been to bring the
Combat Focus Shooting Program into the
mainstream.

1) The aggressor is unarmed and tries to
take your gun, whether you have it in the
holster or at full extension, standing or
on the ground.
2) The aggressor is armed with a knife,
gun or improvised weapon and ambushes
you. You need to defend the attack before
you can safely access your gun.
The tactics employed for both contexts are
simple and intuitive and allow you to
protect yourself and access your weapon in
the most efficient manner possible given
the circumstances.
(continued on pg. 4)

ECQT: Contact
Shooting

Extreme Close Quarters
Tactics:
This course focuses on
engagements inside of
"double arm distance."
This course features a
significiant amount of
retention work, unorthodox
shooting positions,
introduction to some
Combat Focus shooting
concepts and a variety of
less-lethal options.
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Visit PERSONAL DEFENSE NETWORK HERE

EXTREME CLOSE QUARTERS TACTICS...
(continued from pg. 3)
They integrate naturally with the body’s physiological reactions to this kind of stress and allow you to convert these instinctive reactions
into learned responses more rapidly.
These tactics, however, are only a part of why you should take this class. The real benefit of this course becomes apparent when the
drills evolved into short force on force scenarios, revealing the effects that a sudden, emotionally charged aggression has on the
defender on an emotional, physical and cognitive level and how they affect the ability to apply the skills learned.
For many students this is the first time that they come to terms with this reality, since the more traditional training methodologies rely
heavily on awareness and preparedness to defend from a known threat.
Awareness, preparedness and tactics, are all cognitive skills that work as long as you are in control of yourself and in control of the
situation around you…
When instead you train for the unknown threat, control is the first victim. Most of the students have never trained for the true ambush.
This became apparent during this course when the students encountered progressively more intense and complicated force on force
scenarios and every student had the same epiphanies:
a) Awareness is a luxury.
Although the students know the scenario, the number of role players and their intentions, they cannot focus on everything and
everybody at once, therefore they can be distracted, confused, overwhelmed and taken by surprise.
They may be focused on Bad Guy #1 and #2, maintaining their distance, giving verbal commands following their best strategy, when
BG# 3 comes at them from their blind spot...
b) Preparedness is a misconception.
The students expect to be surprised, are confident in their skills to deal with the scenario and even have time to make a plan, they feel
prepared.
“Everybody has a plan until they get hit” (Mike Tyson)
Nevertheless when the speed or the amount of stimuli overwhelms them, they can only react and respond intuitively instead of
cognitively and the plan falls apart.
Going through theses force on force scenarios allows the students to practice reacting to a threat and rapidly recognizing and
implementing the best response.
Finally, in the last scenario, the role players take the students to their individual limit and push them through it. They push them past the
probable, past their expectations, way outside of their comfort zone, emotionally, psychologically and physically until they not only test
their skills but also the raw will to prevail!
This is another important step, because when you feel overwhelmed and still find a way to push through and stop the threat, you realize
that you can do the same in real life. Now you have a blueprint of successful resolution that will help you figure out what to do faster.
I firmly believe that this is one of the best classes you can take for personal defense, it bridges the gap between unarmed and armed
defense and will be extremely valuable to any CCW holders.
Alessandro Padovani
10X Defense Director of Training
Safer Faster Defense, Owner
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“Efficiency”

COMBAT FOCUS
CARBINE

The term "efficient" is very
much confused and misused
with the term "effective". In
general, efficiency is a
measurable concept,
quantitatively determined by
the ratio of output to input.
- wikipedia

WHY WE DO NOT TEACH “DRY-FIRE” FOR PERSONAL DEFENSE TRAINING...
The Dangers of dry fire practice in a training environment: Many
people ask me about dry fire practice and its validity to defensive
firearms training. For the most part unless testing a new gun, I
don’t dry fire.
My purpose for dry fire is to test the trigger. Many training
courses spend a significant amount of time on dry firing
while on the firing line to help students develop trigger
control.
The issue I have with dry fire practice is it leaves out a
very important factor…recoil. Trigger control comes
into play when you are performing multiple rounds
during a string of fire. Without experiencing recoil during
the string of fire you miss a huge part of controlling your
trigger press.

The danger with dry firing in a training mode is you are not
conditioning yourself to do a tap rack when you press the trigger
and the gun does not fire. In fact you are not doing anything
except continuing to pull the trigger.
Most people can spend more time dry firing than they can
get actual live fire training. The cliche of “In the real fight
you will do what you train”, is correct.

Be Careful
What You
Practice...

I am also not an advocate for dry fire during a training evolution
because developing proper response patterns are necessary for
performing under the stress of a dynamic critical incident.
Consistency is a huge contributor to efficiency.
Consistency is doing something in the same manner and same
way as much as possible. As a refresher: Efficiency is
accomplishing a goal with the least amount of time, effort, and
energy.

If you get more reps of dry firing vs getting reps of
tapping and racking when you press the trigger and
the gun goes click, chances are when you have to use
your gun in a fight and your guns goes click you will
continue to press the trigger instead of performing a tap
rack.

So there you have folks… the reason why I am not a strong
advocate of dry firing. If you are training to use a handgun for
personal defense then you have to make sure you are training the
right things at the right time, consistently whenever possible. Feel
free to hit me with questions, comments, or concerns.
Omari Broussard
10X Defense, Founder

In our defensive shooting courses we teach you to perform a
tapping of the magazine and racking of the slide if you press the
trigger and the gun goes “click” (no round exits, no recoil).
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ROCKTAPE

GEAR SPOTLIGHT: ROCKTAPE

There has been talk lately of a newer
product called RockTape. RockTape is a
form of Kinesiology tape.
However, it's use is not limited to muscle
pain or strains. It can be used to improve
movement, and endurance.
One use that is the most intriguing is to
enhance neuromuscular re-education.
What is neuromuscular re-education? And
how does that relate to training? Stay
tuned!
Omari Broussard and 10X Defense Utah
had the opportunity to learn more about
this awesome product and we are very
excited to have been introduced to it.
We look forward to learning more about
how we can use this product in the
defensive training World.

GEAR SPOTLIGHT: I.C.E. TRAINING
BELLYBAND HOLSTER BY CROSSBREED

The Belly Band comes with extra Velcro for
the option of removing the modular holster
and placing it anywhere the velcro can be
applied.
Other features include two sewn pouches
to carry your extra magazines and one
larger sewn pouch for handcuffs.
As with all of crossbreed products, the
modular belly band system comes with a
“Two Week, Try it Free Guarantee” and our
Lifetime warranty.

Gear Spotlight links:
www.rocktape.com/tacticalathlete
http://icestore.us/Holsters/I-C-E-ModularBelly-Band-Holster-from-Crossbreed.html
Video:
Belly Band Holster from Crossbreed
http://youtu.be/2BzqP9MfGb8

The CrossBreed Holsters Belly Band’s
innovative design incorporates the regular
elastic band with CrossBreed’s modular
holster so the user can place the holster in
the most comfortable position for their
individual body.

Research and Development
10X Defense Founder, Omari
Broussard, met with Dr.
Brandon Trujillo
(Chiropractic Revolutions)
to discuss the benefits of
RockTape.

I.C.E.
Training
Company Belly
Band Holster

“RockTape has the
potential to revolutionize
defensive firearms and
combatives training.”
Omari Broussard
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Definition of Training...

“FORTUNE FAVORS
THE PREPARED.”

“the acquisition of
knowledge, skills, and
competencies as a result
of the teaching of
vocational or practical
skills and knowledge that
relate to specific useful
competencies.” -wikipedia

TRAINING, PRACTICE, AND RECREATIONAL SHOOTING...
Practice
In the time between actively participating in Training Courses, you
should head to your local range, indoor or outdoor and practice.
This gives you a chance to practice what you have learned in
training and apply it more readily.
Make sure to follow all necessary range rules as they do
differ from range to range. You may not be able to draw
from your holster however many of the drills can be
repeated from the high compressed ready position.
You can download an app from the I.C.E training
website for ITunes that calls commands.

Recreation
Recreational Shooting is shooting with no other agenda but to
have a good time on your own or with friends and family.
Recreational shooting is when the Zombie’s come in. Yes I said
it. . . Zombies do have a place in the shooting industry. They
can be fun to shoot at on the range especially if the
targets are the ones that ooze when shot.

TRAIN SMART...

Practice the new skills you have learned. . . proper
grip and stance (this will help you with better recoil
management), shot placement, and recognizing slide
lock. When you practice consistently you will begin to
recognize what it takes to become more efficient.

Next is your competition shoots. They can be fun and
require a lot of skill however the skill set is different
from the context of Defense shooting.

During the Dynamic Critical Incident there are No
Buzzers. Remember that we train for what is probable,
meaning that I doubt that Zombie’s will be showing up for
the competition, pushing a buzzer and starting a stopwatch
anytime soon.

When you train or practice you are creating new pathways in the
brain that will prove to be intuitive in a time of need. So yes get
out and practice, grab a few boxes of ammo and head to a range.
Practicing in the Home can be done in a couple of different ways.

Always stay safe and have fun when you are shooting
recreationally.
Whether you train with 10X Defense or someone else. . . invest in
your Training because your life and your family’s life may depend
on it.

One way to safely practice at home is by using a LaserLyte,
https://laserlyte.myshopify.com/products/lt-tt.
Another way to safely practice at home is with Red or Blue training
guns, although they can be restrictive they can help with stance
and safely drawing from a holster. Lastly if there is available
space and it is safe to do so you can use Airsoft Pistols to practice.

Michael Hoehne
Operations 10X Defense Utah
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UPCOMING COURSES
Nationwide course offerings.
Register at 10XDefense.com
Introduction to Home Defense Handguns
August 17th, 2013 IDH (San Diego, CA)
August 24th, 2013 IDH (Utah)
September 5th, 2013 IDH (Lakeview Terrace, CA)

Featured
Course

October 24th, 2013 IDH (Lakeview Terrace, CA)
November 16th, 2013 IDH (San Diego, CA)

Combat Focus Shooting
August 16th, 2013 Fundamentals of Combat Focus Shooting (Standford,KY)
September 14th-15th, 2013 Combat Focus Shooting (San Diego, CA)
October 5th-6th, 2013 Combat Focus Shooting (Sacramento, CA)

Advanced Pistol Handling
August 24th, 2013 APH (Okeechobee, Fl)

Combat Focus Carbine
August 17th, 2013 CFC (Standford, KY)
August 25th, 2013 CFC (Okeechobee, Fl)

Combat Focus Shooting Instructor Development
(Register at http//:icestore.us)

Official 10X Defense T-Shirts in Stock!!

August 5- 9, 2013 CFSID (Sacremento, Ca.)

Order Now at 10xdefense.com!
SHIPPING (U.S. ONLY)

Contact Us...

Newsletter Staff

At 10X Defense we are solely focused on

•
•
•
•

your training development and satisfaction.
Please feel free to drop us an email or give
us a call if you have any questions on
courses, training resources, or personal
defense preparation. Thanks for you
support!!!

10X DEFENSE HQ

Darci Hoehne
Omari Broussard
Alessandro Padovani
Michael Hoehne

7634 Firestone St., San Diego,
Ca. 92117

Program Advisory Board
Rob Pincus

Kelly Muir

Dr. Robert Smith

Ken Murray

Lt. Col (ret) Dave Grossman
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FREE

877-241-8252
training@10xhq.com

